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PAPER Special Section on Analog Circuit Techniques and Related Topics

Design Optimization of Active Shield Circuits for Digital Noise
Suppression Based on Average Noise Evaluation

Retdian A. NICODIMUS†a), Student Member, Hiroto SUZUKI††, Nonmember, Kazuyuki WADA††,
and Shigetaka TAKAGI†, Members

SUMMARY A design optimization of active shield circuit using noise
averaging method is proposed. The relation between the averaged noise and
the design parameters of the active shield circuit such as circuit gain and
on-chip layout is examined. A simple design guideline is also provided.
Simulation results show that the active shield circuit designed by the pro-
posed optimization method gives a better noise suppression performance of
about 28% than the conventional one.
key words: digital noise, substrate coupling, active noise cancellation,
active shield circuit, mixed-signal integrated circuits

1. Introduction

The emerging of high-technology multimedia application
increases the demands on mixed-signal integrated circuit
performance. The deep sub-micron technology provides a
high-density integration of mixed-signal systems. Since dig-
ital substrate noise has been known as a big issue in mixed-
signal integrated circuits [1]–[3], circuit designers are forced
to take more careful measures on the noise.

Active noise reduction techniques have been proposed
to handle the noise coupled through the deep portion of a
substrate [4]–[9]. These circuits are implemented either off-
chip or using external components [4], [5]. A proper DC
biasing enables the implementation of a fully on-chip active
guard band circuit as is introduced in [6]. However the cir-
cuit layout in [6] did not consider the arbitrary noise source
positions.

This paper proposes an active shield circuit which is
optimized by minimizing the average noise level as is in-
troduced in [10]. Section 2 will explain the conventional
circuit. Section 3 describes the active shield circuit and its
optimization steps. It will be followed by simulation results
in Sect. 4 and conclusions in Sect. 5.

2. Conventional Active Shield Circuit

The conventional active shield circuit [6] is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Conventional active shield circuit.

The conventional circuit assumes that the digital noise is in-
jected exactly at the sense node and the area inside the guard
ring is zero. The gain of the amplifier is set to −1 and since
the resistances are symmetrical, the transfer function from
vn to vd becomes zero. Unfortunately, in the actual mixed-
signal integrated circuits the area of analog circuits inside
the guard ring is not zero and digital noise appears at arbi-
trary positions instead of the sense node. When these con-
siderations are taken into account, it is hard to say that the
gain of −1 is a reasonable value.

When the area inside the guard ring is expanded to a
non zero value, it will be found that the active shield circuit
will only give a proper noise suppression performance on
a relatively narrow area. The fact that the noise source po-
sition is arbitrary makes the assumption of the symmetrical
layout improper. These will be explained in the next section.

3. Proposed Active Shield Circuit and Optimization
Method

Figure 2 shows the active shield circuit with the same layout
as is the circuit proposed in [6]. The differences are that
the guard ring is connected to the ground and the amplifier
gain is given by A instead of a fixed value of −1. The noise
source is represented by a current noise source. Since the
purpose of the active shield circuit is to make the transfer
function from in to vd becomes zero, then solving vd/in = 0
for gain A will give

Copyright c© 2005 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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Fig. 2 Active shield circuit.

A = − (R3 + Ra)Rb

R3Rc
(1)

where

Ra =
R2R9

R2 + R8 + Rd
(2)

Rb =
(R6 + R13)(R5 + R12) + R5R12

R12
(3)

Rc =
(Re + R3)(R4 + R10) + R4R10

R10
(4)

Rd = R2 +
R8(2R1 + R7)
2R1 + R7 + R8

(5)

Re =
R9Rd

R2 + R9 + Rd
. (6)

Equation (1) shows that the optimum gain A depends on the
values of R4 and R5 which are determined by the position of
the observation point inside the guard ring. In other words,
when A is fixed for a given values of R4 and R5, the sufficient
noise suppression performance will only be obtained in a
narrow area around the position given by those resistances.

In order to represent the positions of the noise source
and the observation point inside the guard ring, the resis-
tances R1,R2,R4, and R5 are rewritten as

R1 = (1 − a)Rdigital (7)

R2 = aRdigital (8)

R4 = bRanalog (9)

R5 = (1 − b)Ranalog (10)

where

Rdigital = R1 + R2 (11)

Ranalog = R4 + R5 (12)

and 0 < a, b < 1. Using the typical resistances given in Ta-
ble 1, the transfer functions from vn to vp for various gain
values are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the trans-
fer function characteristic versus the noise source position
for a fixed observation point. Here when the arbitrary noise

Table 1 Typical resistances.

Name Value[Ω] Name Value[Ω]
Rdigital 400 R8 100
Ranalog 200 R9 30
R3 50 R10 10
R7 100 R11 100

Fig. 3 Transfer function from vn to vp for b = 0.5.

Fig. 4 Transfer function from vn to vp for a = 0.5.

source position is taken into account, the noise transfer func-
tion differs from one to another noise source. Figure 3 also
shows that different gain values will also give different noise
transfer characteristic.

Figure 4 shows the noise transfer function for various
observation points (the noise source is fixed at a = 0.5).
Here when the area inside the guard ring is taken into ac-
count, it can be found that the noise transfer functions are
different for all points in the area across the guard ring. For
a given gain value, the zero noise transfer function will only
be obtained at one b value and therefore a sufficient noise
suppression performance can be obtained in a relatively nar-
row area. Note that when A becomes more negative, the
observation point position with the zero noise transfer func-
tion will move to a smaller b value. As a result, there is a
value of the gain Amax where the position of the point with
the zero noise transfer function lies on the guard ring area.
The essential point is that for 0 < |A| < |Amax|, there always
be a point (which is the value of b) where the noise transfer
function becomes zero. Furthermore the zero noise trans-
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Fig. 5 Gain sensitivity to resistances (a = b = 0.5).

fer point drifts with the variation of gain value. It seems
that any gain value is reasonable because an area with zero
noise transfer function can always be obtained although the
position is different. However as is shown in Fig. 4, when
the gain varies, the noise transfer function is decreased for
a particular area while another area has an increased noise
transfer function. Therefore in order to optimize the per-
formance of the active shield circuit, an evaluation method
considering the overall noise transfer function characteristic
in the whole analog area is required.

Recall Eq.(1) which shows that the optimum gain value
depends on the resistances and therefore it will be very use-
ful to examine the sensitivity of the gain to the resistances.
Here the sensitivity of the gain to the resistances is defined
by

S A
Ri
=
∂A
A

Ri

∂Ri
, (i = 1..13). (13)

The results are shown in Fig. 5. Note that the gain
has a large sensitivity to the variation of the values of
R3,R6,R10,R12, and R13. The sensitivity to other resistances
are small and can be ignored. As is shown in Fig. 2, R3 and
R6, R10 and R12 create two pairs of resistances that will have
the same value when the layout is symmetrical. Assuming
R6 = R3 = Rx will make the sensitivity of the gain to Rx as
the sum of the sensitivities of the gain to R3 and R6. There-
fore for a relatively large Rx the gain sensitivity will become
lower. Next, assuming that R12 = R10 = Ry will make the
sensitivity of the gain to Ry becomes negligible as is shown
in Fig. 6. Now it is clear that only R13 and R3(= Rx) are left
for the consideration. Fortunately, R13 will be fixed for a
given layout and therefore will have less contribution to the
noise suppression performance.

The gain insensitivity to the values of Ranalog and Rdigital

is an advantage since it means that the optimum value of the
gain will not be affected by the size of the analog and digital
area. Considering the active shield circuit in Fig. 2, when the
noise source position (a value) varies, the noise amplitude at
the sense node and the part of the noise coupled through the
deep portion of the substrate will also vary. Therefore the
sensitivity of the gain to the variation of the noise source
position will be small. On the other hand, since the value of

Fig. 6 Gain sensitivity to resistances (a = b = 0.5,R3 = R6 = Rx,R10 =

R12 = Ry).

Fig. 7 Gain sensitivity to noise source and observation point positions.

the optimum gain highly depends on the observation point
position (b value), the gain will have a high sensitivity to
the variation of the noise source position. These charac-
teristics can be observed in Fig. 7. Note that when A = 0
(thus there is only the conventional guard ring), the noise
transfer function from a noise source to any point inside the
guard ring will always be positive. Next, when A < 0, then
the noise transfer function will move to negative values as
the gain becomes more negative. Since the point of inter-
est is the amplitude of the noise, the absolute value of the
noise transfer function then will be considered. Remem-
ber that in the range of 0 < |A| < |Amax| there always be
a zero noise transfer function at an observation point inside
the guard ring. When A becomes more negative than Amax,
the noise transfer functions to every points inside the guard
ring become negative (remember that the cancellation sig-
nal itself is a “noise”) or in other words the amplitudes are
larger than zero. As a result, the sum of the absolute value
of the noise transfer functions will always have a minimum
value at a gain value between 0 and Amax. Based on the
property that the sum of the noise transfer functions for a
specific noise source will always have a minimum value,
an evaluation term by averaging the noise transfer function
which is called Average Noise Transfer Function (ANT F) is
introduced. Here ANT F is defined by
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Fig. 8 ANT F versus gain (R3 = 50Ω).

Fig. 9 Total ANT F versus gain.

ANT F =
1
ψ

∑
vp∈ψ

∣∣∣∣∣
vp

vn

∣∣∣∣∣ (14)

where ψ, vp, and vn are the number of observation points in-
side the guard ring, the noise amplitude observed at an ob-
servation point, and the noise amplitude at the point where
the noise is injected respectively.

In case of the active shield circuit as is shown in Fig. 2,
the ANT F for a given noise source position (a value) will
be found as

ANT Fa =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
vp1

vna

∣∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣∣
vp2

vna

∣∣∣∣∣∣ + · · · +
∣∣∣∣∣∣
vpN

vna

∣∣∣∣∣∣︸���������������������������︷︷���������������������������︸
N

(15)

=
1
N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
vpi

vna

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (16)

where vna is the noise amplitude at the noise injection point
for a given a value, vpi is the noise amplitude observed inside
the guard ring, and N is the number of observation points.

Assuming that R12 = R10,R13 = R9,R6 = R3 and us-
ing the typical resistances shown in Table 1, the ANT F val-
ues with different gain values and noise source positions are
shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 shows that there is a gain value where ANT F
from a noise source at a given position becomes mini-
mum. However this value depends on the substrate resis-
tances. For example, Fig. 9 shows the sum of ANT Fs for

Fig. 10 Optimum gain for various R3 values.

Fig. 11 Optimum gain for various noise source positions.

a = 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 with different R3 values. The larger the
value of R3 is, the minimum value of the total ANT F be-
comes smaller. When R3 ≥ 100Ω, the total ANT F for every
gain value becomes smaller. Note that when R3 becomes
larger, the equivalent resistance between the noise source
and the observation point becomes larger and this means an
increase in the distance between these two points. The far-
ther the noise source is, the noise amplitude observed inside
the guard ring will be smaller and it explains the result in
Fig. 9. However, since this result is based on the calcula-
tion of a 2-dimensions resistive network, it does not reflect
the area of the sense and the cancellation bands. In fact, a
smaller area will gives a larger value of R3 without increas-
ing the distance between noise source and guard ring. Since
it is too complicated to perform a numerical evaluation of
this property, it will only be shown by simulation results in
Sect. 4.

Figure 10 shows the value of the gain A at which the
minimum total ANT F is obtained. When R3 > 30Ω the op-
timum gain value becomes |Aopt | < 1. This result agrees the
fact that the optimum gain value has a large sensitivity to
R3 when the resistance is small and the sensitivity is smaller
when R3 increases (Fig. 6). As is explained above, a large
R3 means wasting chip area, medium R3 values are more
preferred. Figure 10 shows that for R3 > 80Ω the gain fluc-
tuation becomes smaller. Therefore choosing the optimum
gain when R3 = 80Ω will be reasonable since larger R3 will
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not greatly change the optimum gain value. In this case the
optimum gain value will be −0.8.

Figure 11 shows the ANT F of the conventional guard
ring and the active shield circuit for various noise source
positions (a values). Here the active shield circuit gives a
lower ANT F than the conventional guard ring. A maximum
ANT F improvement of about 40% is achieved using the ac-
tive shield circuit.

4. Simulation Results

4.1 Simulated Substrate Model

A 3-dimensions resistive network as is shown in Fig. 12 is
used to evaluate the performance of the active shield circuit
more accurately. The top view of the substrate model with
detailed resistances is shown in Fig. 13. Nodes n and p are
the nodes where the noise is injected and observed respec-
tively. Nodes s1-s2-s3 and c1-c2-c3 are connected together
with small resistances Rc’s and represent the sense and can-
cellation bands respectively. Resistances are shown in Ta-
ble 2. Here Rvert is the resistance of the vertical resistor in

Fig. 12 Simulated substrate model.

Fig. 13 Substrate model top view.

the 3-dimensional model (Fig. 13). The guard ring, sense
and cancel bands are represented by connecting 0.1 mΩ re-
sistances. Furthermore, a and c will represent the position of
the noise source while b and d represent the position of the
observation point inside the guard ring (0 < a, b, c, d < 1).

4.2 Active Shield Circuit

Figure 14 shows the ANT F versus gain values for various
noise source positions. Here the minimum ANT F values are
obtained at around A = −0.8 regardless of the noise source
position. Noise sources at a considerable distance will only
contribute small ANT Fs and become less significant as is
shown in Fig. 15. It also shows that the ANT F obtained
with the active shield circuit is about half of the one when
using the conventional guard ring. However, the proposed
circuit (A = −0.8) only has a lower ANT F around 5% of
the conventional circuit (A = −1).

As is shown in Fig. 10, the optimum gain becomes
smaller with the increasing in R3 value which will give the

Table 2 Resistances for substrate model.

Name Ω Name Ω

Rah 2k Rdh 4k
Rav 2k Rdv 2k
Rc 0.1m Ru 100
Rs 400 Rvert 100

Fig. 14 Simulated ANT F for various gain values.

Fig. 15 Simulated ANT F for various noise source positions.
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Fig. 16 Noise level inside the guard ring.

advantage for speed improvement. It is written in Sect. 3
that increasing the distance between noise source and the
guard ring will increase R3. However this is not preferred
since it will increase the area consumption of the active
shield circuit. Another way to increase R3 is reduction in
the area of the sense and cancellation bands. This property
can be implemented by removing the small resistances Rc’s
which connecting nodes s1-s2-s3 and c1-c2-c3 thus the input
and the output of the active shield circuit are connected to
nodes s2 and c2 respectively. The variations of the area of
the sense and cancellation bands are reflected by changing
the resistances Rs’s connecting nodes s2 and c2 to the guard
ring.

As an example, the resistances Rs’s connecting nodes
s2 and c2 to the guard ring are increased ten times larger. In
addition, the optimum gain for this case is found to be −0.4.
Figure 16 shows the average noise level for the conventional
circuit (A = −1) and the proposed circuit (A = −0.4). It
shows that the proposed circuit gives the best improvement
of about 28% for a = 0.1 and an improvement of 10% is
achieved at a = 0.9.

5. Conclusions

A design optimization of active shield circuit based on av-
erage noise evaluation is proposed. An investigation on the
sensitivity of the gain to the resistances shows that only R3

which should be considered in the design optimization to
find the optimum gain value. As is shown in Fig. 10, choos-
ing R3 > 50Ωwill give an optimum gain value which is less
sensitive to the variation of R3.

A further optimization considering the area of the sense
and cancellation bands shows that the optimized gain is
found to be −0.4. The active shield circuit designed with the
proposed optimization method gives a maximum improve-
ment of about 28% compared to the conventional circuit. In
addition an ANT F improvement of about 10% is achieved
for noise sources at a far distance from the guard ring.
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